Enzyme substrate specificity has been widely examined as a topic of research. Work in this area ranges from studies that simply seek to define enzyme substrate preferences to those that seek to identify the molecular basis of substrate specificity, and are carried out using a combination of biophysical and biochemical approaches. Information gained regarding substrate specificity can be used to identify the physiological substrates of enzymes, provide insights into enzyme function and/or regulation, and can be used for drug development. While studies aimed at defining enzyme substrate preferences are relatively straightforward, those seeking to identify the molecular basis of substrate specificity are complicated when there are side chains with multiple functions in catalysis (i.e., ligand binding, chemistry), side chains with synergistic function, and/or protein dynamics/conformational changes that take place.

Since enzymes can often catalyze their respective reactions with more than one substrate, studies aimed at probing substrate specificity often begin by examining the enzyme's ability to accept structurally distinct molecules via enzyme activity measurements with various substrates under steady-state conditions and comparison of the second-order rate constants ($k_{cat}/K_M$ values), which describe the rates of free enzymes and free substrates reacting to form products. The parameter $k_{cat}/K_M$ is preferred over $k_{cat}$ because it includes contributions from substrate binding through the first irreversible step, often times chemistry, whereas the parameter $k_{cat}$ simply reflects the rate of the slowest step in the catalytic cycle (i.e., chemistry, substrate binding, product release) and can vary between enzymes (i.e., wild-type, mutants) and substrates. The resulting information is used to identify features on substrate(s) that are critical for catalytic turnover and/or to define structural limitations of the ligand for tolerance by the enzyme. For example, N-acetyl-1-D-myo-inositol-2-amino-2-deoxy-$\alpha$-D-glucopyranoside deacetylase (MshB) is a metal-dependent deacetylase that catalyzes the deacetylation of N-acetyl-1-D-myo-inositol-2-amino-2-deoxy-$\alpha$-D-glucopyranoside (GlcNAc-Inos), a key step in the biosynthesis of mycolyl[1]. Experiments examining the MshB substrate preferences by measuring its activity with various substrates were used to establish GlcNAc-Inos as the physiological substrate for MshB, [1] including the stereochemical requirement for the 1-D-inositol-containing isomer [2]. While the natural substrate for MshB is GlcNAc-Inos, these studies also demonstrated the ability of MshB to catalyze the deacylation (e.g., GlcNAc) and deamination (e.g., AcOySmB-GlcN-Inos) of number of substrates, albeit with different efficiencies [1,3].

The molecular basis of the observed substrate specificity preferences is probed using a combination of biochemical and biophysical techniques. For example, important ligand-side chain interactions can be identified from structures of ligand–enzyme complexes and their importance in catalysis confirmed using a combination of site-directed mutagenesis (i.e., Ala) and kinetics experiments, while in the absence of structural data sequence alignment results can be used to identify conserved side chains to be probed biochemically. The magnitude of the decreases in activity varies widely depending on the nature of the interaction and can be used to gain insights into role of the side chain in the catalytic mechanism. The crystal structure of MshB complexed with $\beta$-octylglucoside (BOG), whose glucoside moiety is proposed to mimic the binding of the GlcNAc moiety of the natural substrate to MshB, suggests a number of important hydrogen bonding interactions between side chains in the active site and substrate that can be tested biochemically [4]. For example, the MshB•BOG crystal structure suggests that the side chain of His144 shares a hydrogen bond with one of the glucose hydroxyl groups [4]. Mutation of His144 to Ala results in an 100-fold decrease in $k_{cat}/K_M$ (substrate = GlcNAc) confirming the importance of this side chain in substrate recognition/catalysis [5]. Once important side chains have been confirmed biochemically, additional mutations can be used define size, hydrophobicity, charge, and hydrogen bonding potential requirements of the side chain as a determinant of substrate specificity.

In addition to mutagenesis experiments, additional studies may be required to more precisely define the nature of the molecular interactions involved in substrate specificity. This may include ligand-binding studies to separate contributions from binding and chemistry, as well as pH variation experiments to determine if there are ionizations involved in substrate recognition. For example, the contributions of binding and chemistry towards the substrate specificity preferences of the metal-dependent deacetylase UDP-3-O-[(R-3-hydroxymyristoyl)-N-acetylglucosamine deacetylase (LpxC) were probed using product binding studies.[6] Results from these studies indicate that the fatty acid and UDP moieties make important contributions to the molecular recognition of substrate (4.5 kcal/mol and 2.9 kcal/mol, respectively), while the acetate moiety makes only a minor contribution on ligand recognition. Furthermore, pH variation studies identified that two ionizations are required for maximal binding of product to LpxC. To gain insights into the molecular basis of ligand recognition, results from crystallography and docking studies were used to identify side chains on LpxC that may contribute to the recognition of the UDPGlcNAc moiety (e.g., Phe192, Asp197, Lys239), and mutagenesis studies were used in combination with product binding studies to confirm that these side chains make important interactions with ligand for molecular recognition by LpxC [6].

Defining the molecular basis of substrate specificity is made increasingly complex when there are side chains with multiple functions in catalysis (i.e., ligand binding, chemistry), side chains with synergistic function, as well as factors such as protein dynamics/conformational changes. LpxC can be used as an example to highlight the complexity
of having side chains with multiple and synergistic functions. The side chains of Glu78 and His265 function as a general acid-base catalyst pair in the chemical reaction, and work synergistically to bind substrate/product [6,7]. Consequently, examination of the kinetic $k_{cat}/K_m$ values for the single E78A and H265A mutants underestimates the contribution of the individual side chains to catalysis, and a combination of mutagenesis (i.e., double E78A/H265A mutant), pH variation, and solvent isotope effect experiments were required to ascertain the contributions and functions of these side chains to catalysis [7]. Interestingly, the Glu78 and His265 side chains also function synergistically in ligand binding, thus requiring examination of the single (i.e., E78A, H265A) and double E78A/H265A mutant in the product binding studies.

While crystal structures provide valuable insights into the molecular recognition of ligands by enzymes, it is important to remember that these structures only offer snapshots into the enzyme-ligand binding process and may not capture all forms of the enzyme-ligand complex when there are protein dynamics/conformational changes that take place. This complexity can be illustrated using MshB as an example. Initial crystal structures of Zn-MshB [8] and MshB•BOG [4] did not suggest a potential role for Tyr142 in ligand binding or catalysis; however, results from biochemical studies indicated that Tyr142 is a dynamic side chain that participates throughout the catalytic cycle and a model describing how the Tyr142 side chain could move to facilitate substrate binding, chemistry, and product release was proposed [5].

This model is supported by a more recent crystal structure of MshB containing bound acetate and glycerol molecules that captures the Tyr142 side chain in the proposed chemistry position [9]. While these studies have advanced our understanding of molecular recognition by MshB, additional studies are needed to better understand the role of protein dynamics in ligand recognition, including identifying other side chains that aid the movements that occur during the catalytic cycle. This will require an interdisciplinary approach that uses computational tools such as molecular dynamics simulations and docking studies, as well as additional biophysical (e.g., MshB crystal structures) and biochemical (e.g., mutagenesis, kinetics, binding studies) experiments. Research aimed at understanding the molecular basis of enzyme substrate specificity is not trivial, and requires an interdisciplinary approach with a combination of biophysical and biochemical studies to fully elucidate the enzyme-substrate interactions that define substrate specificity. This will continue to be an important avenue of research as results from studies that define the molecular basis of substrate specificity preferences have important implications for understanding the biological function of enzymes and for the development of potent and specific inhibitors.
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